
Inventor and Leader Bruce K. Shibuya
Continues On Same Path of Innovation

THOUSAND OAKS, CA, UNITED STATES,

June 23, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Bruce K. Shibuya has been

acknowledged as an exceptional leader

by more than one coworker and peers

has remarked on his impressive

foresight when it comes to technology

in general and individual project

forecasts. He has an eye for detail, a

dedication to a deadline, and a

seemingly intuitive mind for predictive

analytics and manufactured

intelligence. This is why Bruce K.

Shibuya has had an impressive career

as an inventor and leader and why his

upward momentum is still occurring at

the same rate. Bruce K. Shibuya served

as the Chief Operating Officer at

Quanergy, leading his coworkers with

quick thinking and innovation.

Bruce K. Shibuya Facilitated Growth and Efficiency With Forward Thinking and Innovation.

Bruce K. Shibuya is known as more than a great leader and mentor who brings projects to

completion. He is an inventor with patents of his own. Solutions in predictive analytics are

required to improve efficiency, increase production, and reduce errors. Bruce K. Shibuya

specializes in these solutions, in fact he even invents those solutions when he sees a need for

improvement. Bruce K. Shibuya has received the Toyota executive management award for his

impressive focus to details in the past, and several other awards and accolades because he

draws the attention of CEOs with his ability to look into the data to create improvement for the

company. When he comes into a management position the bottom line grows. He has improved

production and profits between 10 million to 50 million at various companies he has worked at.

This is why he is considered a top performer and his work is described as transformative by the

companies where he has built his reputation and career.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://brucekshibuya.com/posts/
https://medium.com/@bruceshibuya


The automotive industry would not be the same without this innovative leader who translates

data into useful information for efficiency and sales and even has patents backing his proven

way of turning historical data into information that is priceless. The growth he brings makes him

in high demand across the automotive leadership field and he always delivers with his proven

and unique way of identifying and solving issues as they arise.

Bruce K. Shibuya will continue to work in the semiconductor and other industries manufacturing

field and bring innovative changes to improve productivity, reduce mistakes, and increase

efficiency and therefore profits. Bruce K. Shibuya is one of those people who have a passion for

the work they do, and it shows in each and every project and patented invention.
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